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267 CAIs were found in two sections of ALHA 77307, among which only 3 were

grossite-bearing inclusions. 6 and 24 grossite-bearing inclusions were found in

DOM 08004 and DOM 08006 which, respectively, contained totals of 65 and

425 CAIs. In most grossite-bearing inclusions found in the three studied

meteorites, grossite is found associated with spinel, melilite, perovskite, and

often diopside. In the two hibonite-bearing CAIs found in ALHA 77307, it is

also found alongside hibonite. A noticeable exception is DOM06-150, an

inclusion composed exclusively of grossite. Both grossite-bearing refractory

inclusions from DOM 08004 contain Fe-bearing phases that seem to have filled

cracks and are most likely markers of secondary processes on the parent body.

Such phases are absent from grossite-bearing CAIs found in both DOM 08006

and ALHA 77307.
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Backscattered Electron images of grossite bearing refractory inclusions from DOM 08004 (a, b), DOM 08006 (c, d), 

and ALHA 77307 (e, f). Dio: diopside, Gro: grossite, Hib: hibonite, Mel: melilite, Pv: perovskite, Sp: spinel.
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O three isotope diagram of minerals in refractory 

inclusions from DOM 08004.

O three isotope diagram of minerals in refractory 

inclusions from ALHA 77307.
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Electron Microscopy

• Leo 1530 FE-SEM

• Acceleration voltage 15 kV

• X-ray maps to search and EDX spectra 

and backscattered electron images to 

characterise CAIs and their mineralogy

• EPMA at Mainz University

DISCUSSION: ORIGIN OF 16O-POOR COMPOSITION – PRIMARY VS SECONDARY

Two hypotheses could explain the 16O-poor composition of grossite relative to the other minerals. It could have been acquired

during the formation of the mineral, suggesting that it formed in a different O isotopic reservoir than the other minerals, or it

could have formed in the same O isotopic reservoir (∆17O = ~ -24 ‰) as the other minerals and had their O isotopic

composition subsequently altered during secondary processes such as those that occur on the parent body.

It has been suggested that grossite could form in an environment with higher dust/gas ratio [7], which could result in a different

O isotopic composition for this environment relative to that in which most CAI phases formed. It would however require a

subsequent return to the “normal” CAI forming environment before the formation of spinel, which seems hard to achieve.

The presence of Fe bearing phases in the CAIs from DOM 08004 suggests that they experienced secondary processes. It has

been observed that grossite was strongly susceptible to such alteration [8]. Similar results have been obtained by [6] in DOM

08004. However, such clear signs of secondary processes are not seen in the inclusions studied in ALHA 77307, although

grossite studied in AHAb-131 also has a 16O-poor composition. The most likely explanation for this composition is that the
16O-poor component was introduced by low levels of secondary processes that affected grossite but left most of the other

minerals unaffected. The presence of cavities close to grossite in both inclusions support this hypothesis and could have

favoured exchange with 16O-poor fluids on the parent body during secondary processes.

Further analyses, especially in DOM 08006, that has been observed to be less altered than DOM 08004 [5], should allow to

further characterise the origin of the 16O-depletion in grossite.

So far, O isotope analyses have only been conducted in two grossite bearing inclusions from

DOM 08004 and one from ALHA 77307. The grossite analyses were normalised to

Madagascar hibonite. All results, including grossite measurements, fall along a slope ~1 line.

Most phases in the studied inclusions from both meteorites display O isotopic compositions

similar to most pristine CAI phases with an approximate ∆17O of -24 ‰, with the noticeable

exception of grossite that, in all three grossite-bearing inclusions, display 16O-depleted

compositions with -12.2 ± 3.1 ≤ ∆17O ≤ 2.5 ± 2.2 ‰. While matrix effects introduced by the

difference of composition between the hibonite standard and grossite could account for some

of the discrepancy between grossite and the other minerals, it cannot account for such a wide

difference in O isotopic compositions. Thus, a different origin must be found for these

compositions.

Oxygen is an ubiquitous element in all phases of the early Solar System, and its three stable isotopes

make it an element of choice to study and attempt to characterize the processes and reservoirs that were

involved in these early times.

Grossite (CaAl4O7) is an uncommon phase in refractory inclusions and is, after corundum and hibonite

[1,2], one of the first phases predicted to condensate from a gas of solar composition. Thus, it might be

a very useful phase to analyse to better understand these early times. Because of its rareness, very few O

isotope measurements [3,4] have been acquired and revealed that grossite had 16O-depleted

compositions relative to other Calcium-, Aluminium-rich Inclusions (CAIs) minerals, even within the

same inclusion. However, this phase has recently been found to be much more abundant in inclusions

found in the CO chondrites Dominion Range (DOM) 08004 and DOM 08006 [5], allowing for more

measurements to be acquired [e.g. 6, this study].

This study focuses on grossite-bearing inclusions found in Allan Hills (ALH) A77307 and DOM 08006,

two CO chondrites of low petrologic type (CO3.0) and DOM 08004, a CO of higher petrologic type

(CO3.1, [5]). By studying the mineralogy and isotopic compositions of grossite-bearing inclusions in

this range of meteorites, it is intended to assess how widespread the 16O-poor composition is among

grossite grains and to determine the origin of this signature.
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O isotopic compositions

• NanoSIMS 50 ion probe

• Cs+ beam, 50 pA

• MRP ≥ 8000, 16O on Faraday cup, 
17O and 18O on electron multipliers

• Analyses standardised to terrestrial 

standards of similar composition
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